UV photofunctionalization promotes nanobiomimetic apatite deposition on titanium
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Background: Although biomimetic apatite coating is a promising way to provide titanium with osteoconductivity, the efficiency and quality of deposition is often poor. Most titanium implants have microscale surface morphology, and an addition of nanoscale features while preserving the micromorphology may provide further biological benefit. Here, we examined the effect of ultraviolet (UV) light treatment of titanium, or photofunctionalization, on the efficacy of biomimetic apatite deposition on titanium and its biological capability.

Methods and results: Micro-roughened titanium disks were prepared by acid-etching with sulfuric acid. Micro-roughened disks with or without photofunctionalization (20-minute exposure to UV light) were immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) for 1 or 5 days. Photofunctionalized titanium disks were superhydrophilic and did not form surface air bubbles when immersed in SBF, whereas non-photofunctionalized disks were hydrophobic and largely covered with air bubbles during immersion. An apatite-related signal was observed by X-ray diffraction on photofunctionalized titanium after 1 day of SBF immersion, which was equivalent to the one observed after 5 days of immersion of control titanium. Scanning electron microscopy revealed nodular apatite deposition in the valleys and at the inclines of micro-roughened structures without affecting the existing micro-configuration. Micro-roughened titanium and apatite-deposited titanium surfaces had similar roughness values. The attachment, spreading, settling, proliferation, and alkaline phosphate activity of bone marrow-derived osteoblasts were promoted on apatite-coated titanium with photofunctionalization.

Conclusion: UV-photofunctionalization of titanium enabled faster deposition of nanoscale biomimetic apatite, resulting in the improved biological capability compared to the similarly prepared apatite-deposited titanium without photofunctionalization. Photofunctionalization-assisted biomimetic apatite deposition may be a novel method to effectively enhance micro-roughened titanium surfaces without altering their microscale morphology.
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Introduction

Coating or depositing hydroxyapatite on titanium has been used to enhance the bioactivity and osteoconductivity of titanium surfaces and improve bone-to-titanium integration.1,2 Various biomaterials have been immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) to form biomimetic apatite of similar chemical composition and molecular structure to bone on the material surface.2–4 Significant progress has been made in depositing biomimetic apatite on titanium-based materials;4,6–8 however, the speed, efficiency, and quality of biomimetic apatite formation tend to be insufficient for commercial implant purposes. To date, titanium materials have been pretreated with water, acidic and alkaline chemicals, thermal and electrochemical oxidation, or their combination to improve apatite deposition.4,6,8–11 Other technologies, such as single- and multiple-layer splat
From the perspective of titanium medical implants, it remains challenging to add beneficial nanoscale structures without altering the existing microscale morphology. Many currently used implant surfaces have microscale roughness or topography that are known to enhance the biological and biomechanical capabilities and improve clinical outcomes compared to relatively smoother surfaces, such as a machined surface. The microscale morphologies used in commercial implants include compartmental structures with peaks and valleys, pores, and other irregular structures produced by acid-etching, chemical and thermal oxidation, sandblasting, or their combination. Adding nanoscale morphology to microscale morphology may improve osteoconductivity and mechanical interlocking between titanium and bone. Unfortunately, the methods currently used to improve biomimetic apatite deposition substantially alter the microscale morphology of titanium surfaces.

Treatment of titanium with ultraviolet (UV) light immediately prior to use, or photofunctionalization, increases the biological capability and osteoconductivity of titanium. Photofunctionalization is neither additive nor subtractive, since it does not alter the surface morphology of titanium. Instead, physicochemical properties of titanium are significantly improved by photofunctionalization. Carbon-containing impurities, primarily consisting of hydrocarbon, which had been unavoidably accumulated on titanium surfaces, are decomposed and removed by photofunctionalization. Because of carbon removal, titanium surfaces change from hydrophobic to super-hydrophilic. The surface charge also changes from electronegative to electropositive. Photofunctionalization-induced super-hydrophilic titanium surfaces help avoid trapping air bubbles when exposed to blood and create a hemophilic environment, providing proteins and cells with maximum access to titanium. Next, the electropositivity of the surface works as a surface attractant, bringing more proteins and osteogenic cells to the titanium surface because they are negatively charged. Finally, clean titanium surfaces with less carbon facilitate the attachment and settlement of cells and promote their proliferation, leading to the acceleration and enhancement of bone formation. Photofunctionalization has been proven useful and effective in dental implant therapy.

We hypothesized that titanium surface pretreatment with UV-photofunctionalization would enhance biomimetic apatite deposition. In addition, we aimed to establish nanoscale biomimetic apatite deposition on micro-roughened surfaces without altering the existing microscale configuration. The objective of this study was to characterize biomimetic apatite deposition on micro-roughened titanium with and without photofunctionalization.

Materials and methods
Titanium samples and photofunctionalization
Commercially pure grade 2 titanium disks (20 mm diameter, 1.5 mm thickness) were machine-prepared and acid-etched with 67% H₂SO₄ at 120°C for 75 seconds. The biological capability of titanium is known to undergo age-dependent degradation, or “biological aging”. Therefore, titanium disks were stored for 4 weeks to standardize the aging effect after acid etching.

Titanium disks were photofunctionalized with UV light for 20 minutes (15 W bactericidal lamp; Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan). This light source has a combined peak intensity of 0.05 mW/cm² (λ=360±20 nm) and 2 mW/cm² (λ=250±20 nm). Surface morphology was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) XL30; Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) and laser profiling microscopy (VK-8500; Keyence, Osaka, Japan) for Sa (average roughness), Sq (root-mean-square roughness), Sz (peak-to-valley roughness), Ssk (skewness roughness), and Ssk (kurtosis roughness). Surface chemistry was examined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA3200; Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). The wettability of titanium surfaces was evaluated by measuring the contact angle of 10 µL of H₂O.

Biomimetic apatite deposition and characterization
Acid-etched titanium disks with or without photofunctionalization were soaked in SBF (pH 7.40) at 37°C for 1 day or 5 days. Following an established method, SBF was prepared to mimic the ion concentrations found in human plasma. After being removed from SBF, the disks were gently washed three times in distilled water by stirring for 30 seconds and then air-dried on a clean bench. SEM was then used to assess surface morphology as described earlier. Calcium phosphate deposition was assessed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (MiniFlex II; Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) and calcium deposition assay. For the calcium deposition assay, the titanium disks were washed with phosphate buffered saline and incubated overnight in 1 mL 0.5 M HCl solution with gentle shaking. The solution was mixed with o-cresolphthalein complexone in alkaline medium (Calcium Binding and Buffer Reagent; Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA) to produce a red calcium–cresolphthalein complexone complex. Color intensity was measured using a microplate reader (Synergy
Osteoblast culture
Osteoblasts were cultured on titanium disks to examine their biological capability as previously described. Briefly, bone marrow cells isolated from the femurs of 8-week-old male Sprague-Dawley rats were inoculated onto alpha-modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum, 50 μg/mL ascorbic acid, 10 mM Na-b-glycerophosphate, 10 - M dexamethasone, and antibiotic-antimycotic solution. Cells were incubated in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2 at 37°C. Cells were detached at 80% confluence using 0.25% trypsin-1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid-4Na and then seeded onto titanium disks at a density of 3×10⁴ cells/cm². The culture medium was renewed every 3 days.

The protocol was approved by the Chancellor’s Animal Research Committee at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), and all experimentation was performed in accordance with the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) guidelines on animal research.

Cell attachment and proliferation assays
The initial attachment of cells to biomimetic apatite-coated titanium disks was evaluated by measuring the number of cells attached to the surfaces after a 24-hour incubation. The density of propagated cells was quantified on day 3 of culture. These quantifications were performed using a tetrazolium salt (WST-1)-based colorimetric assay (WST-1; Hoffman-La Roche Ltd., Basel, Switzerland). A culture well was incubated at 37°C for 4 hours with 100 μL WST-1 reagent. The amount of formazan produced was measured at 420 nm using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) reader (Synergy HT; BioTek Instruments). The proliferative activity of cells was also measured by incorporating BrdU during DNA synthesis. On day 3 of culturing, 100 μL of 100 mM BrdU solution (Hoffman-La Roche Ltd.) was added to the culture wells followed by incubation for a further 10 hours. After trypsinizing the cells and denaturing DNA, cultures were incubated with an anti-BrdU conjugated with peroxidase for 90 minutes and reacted with tetramethylbenzidine for color development. Absorbance was measured at 370 nm using an ELISA reader.

Cell morphology and morphometry
Confocal laser scanning microscopy was used to examine the spreading behavior of osteoblasts seeded onto titanium surfaces. Twenty-four hours after seeding, cells were fixed in 10% formalin and stained with rhodamine phalloidin (actin filament, red color; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). To visualize the intracellular expression and localization of vinculin, a focal adhesion protein, cells were stained with mouse anti-vinculin monoclonal antibodies (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and visualized with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Abcam). The area, perimeter, and Feret’s diameter were quantified using image analysis software (ImageJ, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Actin and vinculin expression intensities were also quantified.

ALP activity
Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity of osteoblasts cultured on titanium disks was examined on day 10 using image- and colorimetry-based assays. For the image analysis, cultured cells were washed twice with Hanks’ solution and then incubated with 120 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.4) containing 0.9 mM naphthol AS-MX phosphate and 1.8 mM fast red TR for 30 minutes at 37°C. The ALP-positive area on the stained images was calculated as [(stained area/total dish area) ×100]%(%) using an image analyzer (ImageJ). For colorimetry, cells were rinsed with double distilled H₂O, followed by the addition of 250 μL of p-nitrophenylphosphate (LabAssay ATP, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan), and then incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes. ALP activity was evaluated as the amount of nitrophenol released by the enzymatic reaction and measured using an ELISA reader at 405 nm.

Statistical analyses
All biological experiments and chemical analyses, including XRD analysis and calcium deposition assay, were performed in triplicate (n=3) except for cell morphometry (n=9). One-way analysis of variance was used to examine the difference in surface roughness parameters between experimental groups: acid-etched titanium, acid-etched and biomimetic apatite-coated titanium, and acid-etched, photofunctionalized, and biomimetic papite-coated titanium. Student’s t-test was used to compare apatite deposition and biological parameters between biomimetic apatite-coated titanium disks with and without photofunctionalization. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Surface properties of titanium disks with or without photofunctionalization
Titanium disks were morphologically and physicochemically characterized prior to biomimetic apatite coating. Low-magnification SEM showed that the titanium disks were of uniform roughness, typical for acid-etched titanium (Figure 1A, left image). At high magnification,
Figure 1 Surface characterization of titanium disks with or without photofunctionalization.

Notes: (A) Low- (left) and high- (right) magnification SEM images of acid-etched titanium surfaces used in this study. (B) Top- and side-photographic views of 10 µL ddH₂O placed on as-made (acid-etched) and photofunctionalized (acid-etched and photofunctionalized) titanium disks. The calculated contact angle and the area of spread of ddH₂O droplet are also shown. ***P<0.001, significant difference between as-made and photofunctionalized titanium. (C) XPS spectra of titanium surfaces with or without photofunctionalization. (D) Air bubble formation on titanium surfaces after 1-day immersion in SBF. Representative photographic images of titanium disks are shown (left). The coverage of air bubbles is quantified relative to the titanium area in %. ***P<0.001, significant difference between as-made and photofunctionalized titanium. The arrows in B and D denotes the value was 0.0±0.0.

Abbreviations: SEM, scanning electron microscopy; XPS, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; SBF, simulated body fluid.
compartmental structures consisting of sharp peaks and valleys were observed; compartment size ranged from 0.5 to 2 µm (Figure 1A, right image). There was a marked difference in wettability before and after photofunctionalization (Figure 1B): a 10 µL ddH$_2$O droplet placed on as-made titanium disks remained hemispheric, indicating surface hydrophobicity, while water placed onto photofunctionalized disks spread immediately over almost the entire area of the disk, indicating surface superhydrophilicity. The ddH$_2$O contact angle was greater than 70° on as-made titanium surfaces and 0° on photofunctionalized surfaces.

In X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy chemical analysis, three expected elements were present on titanium surfaces: titanium, oxygen, and carbon (Figure 1C). There was a significant reduction in the atomic percentage of carbon on photofunctionalized titanium disks (8.7%) compared to as-made disks (44.0%). Furthermore, after being soaked in SBF for 1 hour, there were no air bubbles on photofunctionalized disks, whereas most of the as-made disk surfaces (>80%) were covered with air bubbles (Figure 1D).

**Formation of biomimetic apatite on titanium**

The surfaces of as-made and photofunctionalized titanium surfaces soaked in SBF for 1 day were similar by low-magnification SEM (Figure 2A), with no significant differences in morphology from the original acid-etched surface and the innate microscale peaks and valley topography remaining. However, at high magnification, SBF immersion-related changes were visible on both as-made and photofunctionalized surfaces (Figure 2B). Unique nodular structures were visible at the inclines and tops of peaks. These nodules were smaller than the microscale compartments and colonized within existing structures without altering the microscale configuration. Nano-nodular structure formation appeared to be denser and more extensive on photofunctionalized surfaces than as-made surfaces.

The surface morphology of original acid-etched titanium and SBF-immersed as-made and photofunctionalized surfaces was similar in three-dimensional profiling images (Figure 3A). Quantitative morphometric analysis confirmed

---

**Figure 2** Surface morphology of titanium before and after immersion in SBF.  
**Notes:** Low- (A) and high- (B) magnification SEM images of titanium disks after 1-day or 5-day immersion in SBF with or without pre-photofunctionalization. The titanium surface without SBF immersion is also presented for comparison.  
**Abbreviations:** SEM, scanning electron microscopy; SBF, simulated body fluid.
that all roughness parameters were not significantly different among the three surfaces (Figure 3B).

XRD revealed an apatite-specific peak on photofunctionalized titanium after 1 day of SBF immersion (Figure 4A). An apatite-specific peak was present on as-made titanium after 5 days of SBF immersion, with photofunctionalized titanium showing an even higher peak. The peak intensity was approximately seven times greater and 2.5 times greater for photofunctionalized titanium than as-made titanium after 1 and 5 days of immersion, respectively (Figure 4A). After 1 day of immersion, the apatite intensity of photofunctionalized titanium was equivalent to that obtained for as-made titanium after 5 days of immersion. The amount of calcium deposition on titanium was significantly greater on photofunctionalized surfaces than as-made surfaces (Figure 4B). Thus, biomimetic apatite was successfully deposited at the nanoscale on micro-featured titanium surfaces.

**Osteoblastic attachment and spreading behavior on nano-biomimetic apatite-coated titanium**

Osteoblasts were cultured on biomimetic apatite-deposited titanium surfaces created by immersing as-made or photofunctionalized titanium disks for 1 day (Figure 5A). The number of osteoblasts attached during a 24-hour incubation was 30% greater for pre-photofunctionalized surfaces than as-made surface, which was confirmed by the confocal microscopic images depicting a higher number of cells on photofunctionalized surface (Figure 5B). Confocal microscopic images at day 1 of culture showed that cells were larger on pre-photofunctionalized surfaces than on as-made surfaces with more intense expression of vinculin (Figure 6A). The cytoskeletal development and the degree of stretching cell processes appeared advanced in cells on pre-photofunctionalized surfaces (Figure 6A).

Densitometric analysis of the confocal microscopic images confirmed that the cells spread larger on pre-photofunctionalized surface with upregulated expression of cytoskeletal actin and vinculin (Figure 6B).

**Osteoblastic proliferation and phenotype on nano-biomimetic apatite-coated titanium**

The number of cells propagated during culture was evaluated by measuring cell density at day 3. Cell density was significantly greater on photofunctionalized surfaces than on as-made surfaces (Figure 7A). Consistent with this, osteoblasts on photofunctionalized surfaces were more proliferative (Figure 7B). Osteoblastic ALP activity at day 10 was significantly greater on photofunctionalized than as-made surfaces (Figures 8A and B).

**Discussion**

Here we show that biomimetic apatite can be effectively and efficiently deposited on UV photofunctionalized titanium
Figure 4 Calcium phosphate quantification on titanium disks after 1-day or 5-day immersion in SBF.

Notes: As-made and photofunctionalized titanium disks were compared. (A) XRD spectra and a histogram quantifying the intensity of apatite-specific signal at 32° (2θ angle). The XRD analysis was performed on three independent titanium samples for each group (n=3). (B) The amount of calcium phosphate measured by chemical detection. *P<0.05, **P<0.001, significant difference between as-made and photofunctionalized titanium.

Abbreviations: SBF, simulated body fluid; XRD, X-ray diffraction.
surfaces. The quantity of apatite deposited on photofunctionalized titanium after 1 day of immersion in SBF was equivalent to that on as-made titanium after 5 days of immersion, indicating that the speed of the deposition was five times greater on photofunctionalized titanium. Apatite deposition with similar SBF has been reported to take 7 days,\textsuperscript{11} while here it took only 1 day for an apatite peak to appear in XRD spectra of photofunctionalized titanium surfaces. Apatite deposition remained 2.5 times greater on photofunctionalized titanium than as-made titanium even after 5 days of immersion, indicating that photofunctionalization enabled a larger area of deposition as well as accelerating the process. Despite the large difference in apatite deposition caused by photofunctionalization, there was only a 20% difference in the amount of calcium deposition between the two surfaces, implying that photofunctionalization may have particularly accelerated the nucleation and crystallization of apatite.

Although the exact mechanism underlying enhanced apatite deposition is unclear, we propose the following model (Figure 9). First, we confirmed that photofunctionalized titanium surfaces are superhydrophilic and chemically clean. Superhydrophilicity resulted in inhibition of air bubble formation on photofunctionalized surfaces during SBF immersion. It was reasonable that the superhydrophilicity may have allowed a greater area of SBF contact with the titanium surface, leading to more apatite deposition. Second, the surface electrostatic status may have played a role in apatite deposition: hydrocarbon-free titanium surfaces are known to be electropositive, whereas as-made titanium surfaces bearing hydrocarbons are electro-neutral.\textsuperscript{35,38} Electropositive photofunctionalized surfaces may attract more \( \text{PO}_4^{3-} \), in turn facilitating \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) recruitment. In contrast, as-made titanium surfaces have no active \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) and \( \text{PO}_4^{3-} \) recruitment mechanism, and therefore these ions bond in solution rather than at the titanium interface. Consequently, the probability of apatite deposition at the titanium interface may have been higher on photofunctionalized surfaces. The distinct mechanism may also have resulted in the different rate of apatite crystallization. Another question is whether there was a difference in apatite bonding strength between as-made and photofunctionalized titanium. The apatite was intervened by hydrocarbon on as-made titanium surfaces, while it was directly deposited on photofunctionalized titanium surfaces (Figure 9). The potential delamination and dissolution of apatite coated on titanium have been ongoing issues. The interfacial strength of deposited apatite on photofunctionalized titanium as well as its crystallization mechanism would be of great interest in future studies.

Although the biological advantage of biomimetic apatite deposition on photofunctionalized titanium was confirmed in vitro. The cell attachment and initial cell behavior, including spreading and settling, were enhanced by photofunctionalization. This resulted in an enhanced functional phenotype of ALP activity. The compartmental peak and trough configuration architecture of acid-etched titanium surface was maintained after apatite
deposition, which was corroborated by unchanged surface roughness parameters. Thus, photofunctionalization-assisted biomimetic apatite coating produced a unique morphology representing the coexistence of micro- and nanoscale structures.

In addition to improving the efficiency of biomimetic apatite deposition on titanium, we also uncovered a new mechanism underpinning the enhanced biological capability and osteoconductivity of photofunctionalized titanium. Increased recruitment, attachment, retention, spread, and
functional phenotype of osteoblasts are known to contribute to increased bone-implant contact around photofunctionalized titanium. This study unveiled that photofunctionalization promotes apatite deposition on titanium even without osteoblasts. Biomimeralization is essential for bone generation and regeneration and, therefore, bone-implant integration. The present results provide novel biochemical evidence of the increased bioactivity of photofunctionalized titanium. In fact, a recent study demonstrated the remarkable bone generation around photofunctionalized titanium, as represented by the far-reaching, extensive, and faster bone formation, and proposed to define its active osteoconduction capability as opposed to passive or inert osteoconductivity of ordinary titanium.43 This proposal has been supported by the disparate perspective of active biomineralization.

**Conclusion**

Here we examined the effect of photofunctionalization on the efficiency of biomimetic apatite deposition on micro-roughened titanium and its effect on biological capability. Photofunctionalization accelerated the apatite deposition on titanium. Apatite was deposited in nodular form on existing micro-roughened structures without affecting the innate micro-configuration. The attachment, spreading, settling, and

---

**Figure 7** Osteoblast proliferative activity on biomimetic apatite-deposited titanium.

**Notes:**

(A) Cell density evaluated at day 3 by WST-1 assay. (B) Cell proliferation evaluated by BrdU incorporation into DNA at day 3. *P < 0.05, significant difference between as-made and photofunctionalized titanium.

**Figure 8** ALP activity of osteoblasts at day 10 on biomimetic apatite-deposited titanium disks.

**Notes:**

(A) Images after ALP staining and densitometrically quantified ALP using the images. (B) ALP activity colorimetrically evaluated. *P < 0.05, significant difference between as-made and photofunctionalized titanium.

**Abbreviation:** ALP, alkaline phosphatase.
subsequent proliferation and function of osteoblasts were promoted on apatite-coated titanium with photofunctionalization. Thus, photofunctionalization enhanced the deposition of nanoscale apatite on titanium, establishing a novel photofunctionalization-assisted biomimetic apatite deposition to produce better titanium surfaces.
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**Figure 9** Proposed mechanism of nano-biomimetic apatite deposition on as-made and photofunctionalized titanium surfaces.

**Notes:** Direct deposition of apatite takes place on photofunctionalized titanium surfaces, whereas the hydrocarbon layer is intervened between apatite and titanium on as-made titanium surfaces. The area of apatite deposition is also increased on photofunctionalized titanium because of the elimination of surface air bubbles.

**Abbreviation:** SBF, simulated body fluid.